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2 Indicator variances from global averages and 

last year’s performance (from QS) 



3 Influence of main content groups 

Popular content  

(national media)  

Popular science content  

(science media)  

Academic papers 

(science media)  

The activity of Russian 

universities in the main 

media channels is extremely 

low. Main accent on the 

academic papers is not 

enough.  



4 Example of main topics of publications in 2013 

(REA Plekhanov, BFU)  

BFU 2014 

- The intention of the government of the Kaliningrad region to grant BFU the building of the former 

medical unit 

- The meeting of the governor of the Kaliningrad region Nikolay Tsukanov with BFU alumni 

- Boeing 737 granted to BFU as a flight simulator 

- The opening of the international youth school “Russia and the EU: a dialogue in the epoch of 

monologues” 

- BFU team takes part in the 1/8 finals of KVN* premier league for the first time 

 (*KVN - the Club of the Witty, a contest of stand-up comedians) 

  

REA 2013 

- The escalation of the conflict in Syria, and the resolution of the conflict proposed by the Russian 

president; 

- Boris Berezovsky’s death; 

- The case of Pussy Riot; 

- Initiation of laws directed at the prohibition of homosexuality propaganda among minors; 

- Moscow mayoral election; 

- The case of Kirovles; 

- Preparation for and holding of the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi 

 



5 Result of systematic improvements in media 

activities (example of REA Plekhanov 2014)  



6 

 
Articles (especially 
prepared on the basis of 
research activities for Spain 
and Spanish-speaking 
countries 

 
 
Media agencies/ 
publications 
 
 
monthes 

407 

5 

3 

RESULT 

Испания  78 

Content with right 

targeting (Case 1st Q 

2015, TomskPU)  



7 EMPLOYERS: MOOC as good instrument 

(experience of UNIVERSARIUM.ORG)  

Employer reputation 

MOOCs in the cooperation 

with employers : next step to 

competitiveness of university 

 

- Courses to engage the 

students ( in coop. with 

Roscosmos, Rosatom, 

Sberbank, RZhD) 

- Courses for the 

corporative trainings on 

the base of university’s 

experience (RZhD, 

Rossotrudnichestvo, 

Rosatom) 

- Courses for head hunting 

(RIA Novosti, Sberbank) 

10.000 – 30.000 of ONLINE students 

 

8-12% of successful exam =  

loyal targeted auditorium 

 

 



8 EMPLOYERS: success stories  

Great source for media 

Employer reputation 

Working with university 

graduates needs a lot of 

work. But results: 

 

- Active promotion of the 

university 

- System of informal 

support of the university 

- Good way to the possible 

new collaborations in 

science and with 

employers as well  
Only ca.10 of Russian universities 

implement  permanent activities in direction 

of graduates and relevant success stories  

 



9 EMPLOYERS: don’t forget OFFLINE   

 

Employer reputation 

The biggest lost territory of 

media activities: 

 

- Joint press events with 

employers 

 

- Talk show to the world 

wide problematic  

 

- Joint exhibitions 

(university + employer) 

 

 

Not enough activities from Russian 

universities in collaborations with 

employers. 

2015: 3 offline activities of Rosatom and 

Roscosmos 

 



10 

Thank You for Your attention !  


